California has long been at the vanguard of innovative energy policy. Today, the Golden State continues to establish pioneering energy policies that address pressing environmental concerns while strengthening the sixth largest economy in the world.\(^1\)

California has reduced its per-capita contributions to global warming and boosted its economy by focusing policies on its energy production and transportation sectors, which together account for 92% of the state’s carbon dioxide (CO\(_2\)) emissions.\(^2\) CO\(_2\) emissions per capita in California have decreased by 30% since 1975 (when California’s efficiency efforts first began in earnest), while U.S. per capita CO\(_2\) emissions have remained essentially level.\(^3\)

### California State Policy Establishes Sustainable Energy as a Priority

- The Energy Action Plan, adopted by the state’s energy agencies and endorsed by Governor Schwarzenegger, establishes a “loading order” of preferred energy resources, placing energy efficiency as the state’s top priority procurement resource, followed by renewable energy generation.\(^5\)

- In November 2005, California adopted a greenhouse gas (GHG) performance standard, which requires that baseload power plants seeking new long-term investments from state utilities may not have greenhouse gas emissions per kilowatt-hour generated that exceed those of a combined-cycle gas turbine.\(^6\)

- In June 2005, Governor Schwarzenegger signed an Executive Order setting aggressive greenhouse gas reduction targets for California: reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels by 2010; to 1990 levels by 2020; and to 80% below 1990 levels by 2050.\(^7\)

- In December 2004, Governor Schwarzenegger issued a green buildings Executive Order, requiring that all new and renovated state buildings achieve environmental ratings of LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design Green Building Rating System®) Silver or higher, setting a goal for all state buildings to be 20% more efficient by 2015, and encouraging the private sector to do the same.\(^8\)
Energy Efficiency is a Proven and Cost-Effective Resource for California’s Utilities

- California’s investments in energy efficiency programs and improvements in building and appliance efficiency standards over the past 30 years have:
  - Enabled California to hold per capita electricity use essentially constant, while the rest of the nation saw per capita electricity use increase by nearly 50%.  
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- Saved more than 12,000 MW of peak demand (equivalent to avoiding 24 giant power plants), and about 40,000 GWh each year (equivalent to 15% of California’s energy consumption).
- Increased California’s inflation-adjusted economic output per unit of electricity consumed by over 40% (while the rest of the nation increased by only 8%), demonstrating that economic growth need not be accompanied by proportional increases in power consumption.
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- The cost of efficiency programs over their lifetime has averaged 2-3¢ per kWh, less than half the cost of the avoided generation. Over the last decade alone, these efficiency programs have provided net benefits of about $4.1 billion to California’s economy.

- Energy efficiency and conservation played a crucial role in calming the energy crisis in 2001. Californians avoided blackouts by cutting demand in summer 2001 by more than 5,500 MW, a decrease in peak demand of more than 10% when adjusted for economic growth and weather conditions.

- California law now requires the state’s investor-owned utilities to use modest regular adjustments in electric and gas rates to break the link between the utilities’ financial health and the amount of electricity and natural gas sold. This removes significant regulatory barriers to utility investments in cost-effective energy efficiency improvements, and helps align the interests of utilities and customers.

California Continues to Lead the Nation in Energy Efficiency

- In January 2006, California utilities kicked off the most aggressive energy efficiency program in the country, which will provide $2 billion in funding over the next three years. This investment will return nearly $3 billion in net benefits to California’s economy, avert the need every year to build a new giant power plant, and avoid over 3 million tons of CO₂ emissions, equivalent to removing 650,000 cars from the roads.

- California’s most recently adopted energy efficiency standards for buildings and appliances are expected to save 2,800 MW and avoid the need for 5 giant power plants in the next 10 years. These standards are regularly revised, ensuring that California’s buildings and appliances will remain the most energy efficient in the nation.

- In September 2004, California regulators set the nation’s most aggressive energy savings goals, which will more than double the current level of savings over the next decade. The utilities are expected to invest nearly $6 billion over that period to reach these aggressive targets, which will:
  
  - Avoid the need to build 10 giant power plants (by saving nearly 5,000 MW). (While other states’ energy efficiency efforts deliver annual savings ranging from about 0.1% to 0.8% of their annual electricity use, the new targets will establish California as the undisputed energy efficiency leader, with annual electricity savings that will exceed 1% of total annual load by 2008.)
  - Provide customers relief from rising natural gas bills by tripling annual gas savings by the end of the decade (saving 444 million therms per year by 2013, equivalent to the consumption of one million households).
  - Reduce CO₂ emissions by an estimated 11 million tons per year by 2013, equivalent to taking over two million cars and trucks off the road.
  - Provide about $8 billion in net benefits to the state’s consumers over the next decade.

- In January 2005, regulators adopted a new energy efficiency administrative structure, which fully integrates energy efficiency into resource procurement for the state’s regulated utilities. Utilities are now required to invest in energy efficiency whenever it is cheaper than building new power plants. The savings achieved through these energy efficiency programs will be subject to rigorous independent verification.

- Utilities provide energy efficiency services and rate assistance to low-income customers. Since May 2001, regulators have set a goal of reaching 100% of low-income customers who want to participate. To this end, the utilities are expected to provide energy efficiency services to 156,000 low-income households in 2005.
California’s Commitment to Renewable Energy

- California already has more renewable electricity generation capacity than any other state, and this amount will double in the next ten years. Currently, renewable resources (such as wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, and small hydroelectric plants) provide 10.6% of California’s electricity production, compared to 2% for the nation.

- California’s Renewable Portfolio Standard, enacted in 2002, requires the state’s largest utilities to buy or produce 20% of their power from renewable energy sources by 2017. The Governor has accelerated this goal to 20% by 2010, which will result in the addition of up to 600 MW of new renewable energy generation capacity each year until then.

- Governor Schwarzenegger and the California Energy Commission have recommended extending this renewable energy target to 33% by 2020.

- In January 2006, California launched the California Solar Initiative, the largest solar program in the country. The Initiative, which provides $2.9 billion in incentives over 10 years, aims to increase the amount of installed rooftop solar capacity in the state by 3,000 MW by 2017.

California Protects Utility Customers from the Risks of Global Warming

- In December 2004, the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) ruled that heat-trapping power plant emissions will likely be regulated in the future, and the CPUC approved a new policy to protect consumers from the risk of higher energy bills associated with global warming.

- Utilities are now required to assign a dollar cost to greenhouse gas emissions, reflecting their associated financial risk, in long-term planning and procurement in order to select the overall least cost resources. The CPUC decided in April 2005 that the leading global warming pollutant, carbon dioxide, should be assigned a cost of $8 per ton, escalated at 5% per year, for these purposes.

- Long-term investments in conventional coal-burning power plants, which emit twice as much CO2 as natural-gas fired plants, present the most serious financial risk in the face of potential carbon regulation; on the other hand, renewable resources and energy efficiency emit little or no CO2. The CPUC’s new policy creates an additional incentive for utilities to invest in cleaner energy resources.

- In February 2006, the CPUC announced its intent to establish a load-based cap on GHG emissions for the state’s utilities and load-serving entities. Implementation details will be worked out in close coordination with statewide efforts to meet California’s GHG reduction goals. The load-based cap will encompass imported electricity, responsible for over 50% of the GHG emissions associated with electricity consumption.

California Minimizes Global Warming Pollution from the Transportation Sector

- California is the first state in the nation to regulate motor vehicle greenhouse gas emissions. With a new standard taking effect in January 2006, new passenger cars and light trucks beginning with model year 2009 will be required to have lower tailpipe emissions of CO2 and other pollutants. The standard is expected to reduce GHG emissions from new passenger vehicles by approximately 30% by 2016.

- Under a 2003 law, the state will implement a replacement tire efficiency program to ensure that by 2008 replacement tires sold in California are, on average, as fuel efficient as the original tires of new vehicles sold in the state. Without sacrificing safety, this law is projected to reduce California gasoline consumption by cars and light trucks by 3% by 2015, saving in that year alone over 545 million gallons of gasoline, over $1 billion in fuel costs, and 4.8 million tons of CO2.
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